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1
$(K, \mathcal{O}, k)$ $G$ $G$ $P$- $G_{p’}$
$G$ $O^{p}(G)$ $P$ $G$ Sylow $P$- $P$
$Q:=\langle[T, O^{p}(N_{G}(T))]|T$ $P\rangle$
$G$ $P$-
$Q=P\cap O^{p}(G)$
(Puig [7], [3], 133 ).
Rouquier ( ) ([8], A.2) $Q$ $G$
$b(G)$ $b(N_{G}(Q))$
Rouquier [12] [11], \S 2
$Q$ $Z(P)$ $b(G)$ $b(N_{G}(P))$
$Q$ $Z(P)$ $b(G)$ $b(N_{G}(P))$ perfect isomety
([11], 3) $Q$ $Z(P)$ $Q$ $b(G)$ $b(N_{G}(P))$
isotypy
$Z_{p}$- $b(G)$ $b(N_{G}(P))$ Rickard equivalent
$P$ ([10]).
Puig-Usami [6], \S 3
2 Perfect isometry isotypy
[2] perfect isometry isotypy
[5], [9] $e$ $G$ $f$ $H$
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$\mathcal{O}$ $(KHf)^{o}$ $KHf$
$KGe$ $K(KHf)^{o}$ $\mu$ 2 :
(1) $(g, h)\in G$ $H$ $\frac{\mu(g,h)}{|C_{G}(g)|},$ $\frac{\mu(g,h)}{|C_{H}(h)|}\in \mathcal{O}$ .
(2) $\mu(g, h)\neq 0$ $g$ $h$
$\mu=$ $\sum$ $J(\zeta)$
$(\in$Irr$(f)$
$Z$-
$\zeta,$ $I(\zeta)\in$ ZIrr$(e)$
$I$ : $R_{K}(H, f):=$ ZIrr$(f)arrow R_{K}(G, e)(\zeta\mapsto I(\zeta))$
isometry $I$ $\mu$ $f$ $e$ perfect isometry
$\zeta\in$ Irr $(f)$
$\exists_{1}\chi\in$ Irr$(e)s$ . $t$ . $I(\zeta)=$ $\chi$ .
$e$ $f$ $P$ $(P, e_{P})$ Brauer pair, $(P, f_{P})$
$f$-Brauer $u\in P$ e- Brauer $(u, e_{u})\in(P, e_{P})$ , f-Brauer
$(u, f_{u})\in(P, f_{P})$ 2
(1) $e$ $f$ Brauer $\mathcal{F}_{(P,e)}P(G, e)=\mathcal{F}_{(P,f)}P(H, f)$ .
(2) $P$ $u$
$I^{(u\rangle}$ $d_{H}^{(u,j_{u})}=d_{G}^{(u,e_{u})}$ $I^{(1)}$
perfect isometry
$I^{\langle u\rangle}$ : $R_{K}(C_{H}(u), f_{u})arrow R_{K}(Cc(u), e_{u})$
$I^{\langle u\rangle}$ $K$ $zR_{K}(C_{H}(u), f_{u})$ $K$ $zR_{K}(Cc(u), e_{u})$
$d_{G}^{(u,e_{u})}$ (cf. [2]) $I=I^{\langle 1\rangle}$ $\{I^{\langle u\rangle}\}_{\langle u\rangle}P$ local
system $f$ $e$ isotypy
3
[11], \S 4
$b:=b(G),$ $b_{0}:=b(N_{G}(P)),$ $H:=O^{p}(G)$ .
$Q$ $Z(P)$ $Q$ $H$ Sylow $p$
$E=(N_{H}(P)Cc(P))/C_{G}(P)$
$E$ $N_{G}(P)/C_{G}(P)$ $P$-
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1 $)$ ([11], 1) $G$ $N_{G}(P)$ Frobenius $\mathcal{F}_{P}(G)=\mathcal{F}_{P}(N_{G}(P))$ .
2 $)$ ([11], 2) $P=Q$ $R,$ $R=C_{P}(E)$ .
3 $)$ ([11], 3) $E=N_{H}(Q)/C_{H}(Q)$ .
$e:=|E|,$ $m:= \frac{|Q|1}{e}$ .
$\Lambda\Lambda$ $Q$ 1 $E$-
$:= \sum_{x\in E}\mu^{x}(\mu\in \mathcal{M})$
.
[4]
Irr $(b(H))=\{\chi_{1}=1_{H}, \chi_{2}, , \chi_{e};\chi (\mu\in \mathcal{M})\}$
$\{\begin{array}{ll}\chi_{j}(\rho)=\epsilon_{j}, \chi(\rho)=\epsilon (), (((\neq 1)\in Q, \rho\in(C_{H}())_{p’});\epsilon_{1}=1, \epsilon_{j}= 1 (j 2),\epsilon= 1)\end{array}$
$m=1$ $\chi$ $\chi_{i}$
4$)$ ([11], 3) $b(H)$ $G$
$P$ $N_{G}(P)$- $G$- construc-
tion ([1]) $1_{G}$
$1_{G}$ $=$ $(e 1)1_{G}$ $\sum_{j=2}^{e}\epsilon_{j}\hat{\chi}_{j}+\epsilon\hat{\chi}$ $(\mu\in_{\nu}\mathcal{M})$
$xj$ $\hat{x}j$ $\chi$ $\hat{\chi}$ ([11], (7)).
5 $)$
$Irr(b)=\{\hat{\chi}_{j}\lambda,\hat{\chi}\lambda’|1 j e;\mu\in Jt\Lambda;\lambda, \lambda^{l}\in Irr(R)\}$ .
$L:=N_{G}(P)/O_{p’}(C_{G}(P))=(Q\rangle\triangleleft E)$ $R$
$\mathcal{O}N_{G}(P)b_{0}=\mathcal{O}L$ $b$ $b(L)$ isotypy
$Irr(b(L))=\{\hat{\zeta}_{j}\lambda,\hat{\zeta}\lambda’|1 j e;\mu\in\Lambda t;\lambda, \lambda’\in Irr(R)\}$ , $\hat{\zeta}_{j},\hat{\zeta}$
$1_{L}$ $=$ $(e 1)1_{L}$ $\sum_{j=2}^{e}\hat{\zeta}_{j}+\hat{\zeta}$ $(\mu\in \mathcal{M})$
6$)$ ([11], 5) $P$ $\chi_{2}$ , , $\chi_{e}$ $(m=1$
$\chi_{2}$ , , $\chi_{e},$ $\chi$ ) bijective isometry
$\hat{I}$ : $\mathcal{R}_{K}(L, b(L))arrow \mathcal{R}_{K}(G, b)(\hat{I}(\hat{\zeta}_{j}\lambda)=\epsilon_{j}\hat{\chi}_{j}\lambda, \hat{I}(\hat{\zeta}\lambda)=\epsilon\hat{\chi}\lambda)$
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isotypy ([6] ).
$b_{v}:=b(C_{G}(v))(v\in P)$ .
$R$ $C_{G}()=C_{H}()C_{R}()$ $C_{G}()$ Sylow $p$
$C_{P}()$ $Q$ Irr$(b)$
$Irr(b)=\{\hat{\chi}_{j}\lambda|1 j e, \lambda\in Irr(C_{G}()/C_{H}())\}$
$\{\hat{\chi}\lambda|\mu\in \mathcal{M}, \lambda\in Irr(C_{G}()/C_{H}())\}$ ,
$\hat{\chi}_{j},\hat{\chi}$ $\in$ Irr $(b)$ $\chi_{j},$ $\chi\in$ Irr $(b(C_{H}()))$ $C_{G}()$
$1_{C_{G}(})$ $=(e 1)1_{C_{G}(})$ $\sum_{j=2}^{e}\epsilon_{j}\hat{\chi}_{j}+\epsilon\hat{\chi},$ $\epsilon_{j},$ $\epsilon=$ 1
$G=\langle O^{p}(G)$ , $\rangle=\langle H$ , $\}$ $\hat{\chi}_{j}|c_{G_{\sigma}(\sigma)},\hat{x}|c_{\dot{c}_{\sigma}}()$
$1_{C_{G_{\sigma}}(})$ $=(e 1)1_{C_{G_{\sigma}}(})$
$G$ 6)
$\sum_{j=2}^{e}\epsilon_{j}\hat{\chi}_{j}|_{C_{G_{\sigma}}(})+\epsilon\hat{\chi}|_{C_{G_{\sigma}}(})$ .
7 $)$ ([11], 2) $\in R$ $\chi_{2}$ , , $\chi_{e}$ $(m=1$
$\chi_{2}$ , , $\chi_{e},$ $\chi$ )
$\hat{\chi}_{j}( \rho)=\epsilon_{j},\hat{\chi}( \rho)=\epsilon$ $()(\forall(\neq 1)\in Q;\forall\rho\in C_{G}( )_{p’})$ ,
$\hat{\chi}_{j}(\rho)=\epsilon_{j}\epsilon_{j}\hat{\chi}_{j}(\rho)$ , $\hat{\chi}(\rho)=\epsilon\epsilon\hat{\chi}(\rho)(\forall\rho\in C_{G}()_{p’})$.
8 $)$ ([11], 6) bijective isometry
$\hat{I}$ : $\mathcal{R}_{K}(L, b(L))arrow \mathcal{R}_{K}(G, b)$
$(\hat{I}(\hat{\zeta}_{j}\lambda)=\epsilon_{j}\hat{\chi}_{j}\lambda, \hat{I}(\hat{\zeta}\lambda)=\epsilon\hat{\chi}\lambda)$
perfect isometry
$\in R$ perfect isometry $\hat{I}_{\langle}\rangle$ : $\mathcal{R}_{K}(C_{L}( ), b(C_{L}()))arrow \mathcal{R}_{K}(C_{G}( ), b)$
$\hat{I}_{\langle}\rangle(\hat{\zeta}_{j}\lambda)=\epsilon_{j}\hat{\chi}_{j}\lambda$, $\hat{I}_{\langle}\rangle(\hat{\zeta}\lambda)=\epsilon\hat{\chi}\lambda$
$\chi_{j}$ 7) $\in P\backslash R$ $C_{L}()=C_{P}()$ ,
$c_{c}()=C_{H}()C_{R}()$ . $C_{G}()$ $p$-
$\hat{I}:\mathcal{R}_{K}(C_{L}(), b(C_{L}()))arrow \mathcal{R}_{K}(C_{G}(), b)$
perfect isometry
9$)$ $\hat{I}$ $\{\hat{I}_{\langle v\rangle}\}_{\langle v\rangle}P$ local system isotypy
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